7 Principles Rap (start at 0:55)

By: James Williamson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZdSCH1dQU0

To Faded by Tiger Instrumental

“A Resolution
The U.S. Constitution
Founding fathers that was their solution
Seven Principles after revolution
Set up the government as an institution

First up number one
Checks and Balances
Make sure each branch is equal
no injustices
Example
Congress overturn a veto
President sad and now he got a hurt ego

Next up Popular Sovereignty
Means people rule
its a Democracy
Can't front
Maybe you should stop and see
people round the world be hatin’ but at least we are free

Final verse
Separation of Powers
Divided into three branches
lyrics hot cold shower
Problem?
Try to talk a little louder
This one makes sure no branch has all the power

Its seven

Next in line
somethin’ important
Federalism clear
cannot be distorted
Power shared between the nation and the state
like a dinner bill should be on the first date

Following
Republicanism
Its our power to vote
works with Federalism
Don’t stop
Put that ballot in the box
hope your candidate wins unlike the white sox

Here we go
**Individual Rights**
Gives you power to protest
the power to fight
Stand up
Refuse to be ignored
Tell the government exactly what you standin’ for

Last but not least
**Limited Government**
Do I need to explain?
This one is common sense
The end?
Well I hope you learned somethin’
This a been a room 259 production”